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Company Introduction

Dongguan Yucheng Machinery Technology Co., Ltd. is located in the world factory - Dongguan, 
Guangdong. It has been engaged in packaging equipment for more than ten years. It is a high-tech 
enterprise integrating R&D, production and sales of labeling machines.

The machines are widely used in food, daily chemicals, pharmaceuticals, electronics, alcoholic 
beverages, hardware, petrochemicals, logistics and many other industries.

To supply quality machinery and provide excellent service to our clients. To create win-win with you 
happily !

Our machines meet the needs of domestic and foreign customers and have been exported to the 
United States, Japan, Singapore, Vietnam, the United Kingdom, Chile, Indonesia, Australia and other 
countries，etc.

We are willing to be your most trusted partner, we invite you to contact us to find out more.



Company Certificates

It is a high-tech enterprise in China, We have CE certifications, and more than 20 
mechanical & software patent certificates, with an average of more than 10 patents added 
each year.



Order Process  

Inquiry

Confirm  demand +Recommend a suitable machine

Order+ Arrange production schedule

In stock Out of stock

Standard machine Customized machine

Assembly and distribution

Design drawings

Debugging and acceptance qualified

Packing and shiping

Shipping tracking

After- sale service

Hardware processing



Semi-automatic round bottle machine

Function introduction: Applicable to circumferential labeling of various cylindrical products. Such as cosmetic bottles, shampoo bottles, 
shower gel bottles,medicine bottles, jam bottles, essential oil bottles, sauce bottles, wine bottles,mineral water bottles, beverage bottles, glue 
bottles,test tube, needle tube,etc. Semi-automatic round bottle machine

YCT-20Type
One or two (Labels are made in the same volume)Label Quantity
±0.5mmAccuracy
15~35pcs/minSpeed
Length15~380mm;Width15~165mmLabel size
Diameter15~150mm;height:15~300mmProduct size(Horizontal)
Roll label;Inner dia 76mm;Outside roll≦250mmLabel requirement
L920*W420*H500mm; 35KgMachine size and weight
L830*530*650mm;70kg,export wooden box packing.Packing size and weight
AC 220V ; 50/60HZ  Power
1.Can add ribbon coding machine
2.Can add transparent sensor                                      
3.Can add Circular positioning function

Label requirement

PLC control;Have sensor;Have touch screenConfiguration
No need to press the top
Through the touch screen, you can directly input the speed and parameters.
and you can adjust the length of the standard label and the interval between the 

positive and negative double labels. Very convenient.



Desktop automatic round bottle machine

Function introduction: Applicable to circumferential labeling of various cylindrical products. Such as cosmetic bottles, shampoo bottles, 
shower gel bottles,medicine bottles, jam bottles, essential oil bottles, sauce bottles, wine bottles,mineral water bottles, beverage bottles, glue 
bottles,etc.

Desktop automatic round bottle machine

YCT-08Type
One label at a time Label Quantity
±1mmAccuracy
30~120pcs/minSpeed
Length20~300mm;Width15~150mmLabel size
Diameter30~100mm;height:15~300mmProduct size(Vertical)
Roll label;Inner dia 76mm;Outside roll≦250mmLabel requirement
L1100*W850*H850mm; 145KgMachine size and weight
L1250*W950*1000;185KGPacking size and weight
AC 220V ; 50/60HZ  Power
1.Can add the ribbon coding machine
2.Can add transparent sensor                          
3.Can add inkjet printer or laser printer

Additional features

PLC control; sensor; touch screen; conveyor 
belt

Configuration



Desktop automatic round bottle machine

Function introduction: Applicable to circumferential labeling of various cylindrical products. Such as cosmetic bottles, shampoo bottles, 
shower gel bottles,medicine bottles, jam bottles, essential oil bottles, sauce bottles, wine bottles,mineral water bottles, beverage bottles, glue 
bottles,etc.

Desktop automatic round bottle machine

YCT-09Type
One or two llabels at  a time Label Quantity
±1mmAccuracy
20-45pcs/minSpeed
Length20~300mm;Width15~150mmLabel size
Diameter30~100mm;height:15~300mmProduct size(Vertical)
Roll label;Inner dia 76mm;Outside roll≦250mmLabel requirement
L1100*W850*H850mm; 145KgMachine size and weight
L1250*W950*1000;185KGPacking size and weight
AC 220V ; 50/60HZ  Power
1.Can add the ribbon coding machine
2.Can add transparent sensor                          
3.Can add inkjet printer or laser printer

Additional features

PLC control;Have sensor;Have touch 
screen;Have conveyor belt

Configuration



Automatic round bottle machine

Function introduction: Applicable to circumferential labeling of various cylindrical products. Such as cosmetic bottles, shampoo bottles, 
shower gel bottles,medicine bottles, jam bottles, essential oil bottles, sauce bottles, wine bottles,mineral water bottles, beverage bottles, glue 
bottles,etc.

Automatic round bottle machine
YCT-60Type
One label  at a timeLabel Quantity
±1mmAccuracy
30~200pcs/minSpeed
Length20~300mm;Width15~165mmLabel size
Diameter30~100mm;height:15~300mmProduct size(Vertical)
Roll label;Inner dia 76mm;Outside roll≦300mmLabel requirement
L1930mm*W1120mm*H1340mm; 200KgMachine size and weight
AC 220V ; 50/60HZ  Power
1.Can add the ribbon coding machine
2.Can add transparent sensor                                          
3.Can add inkjet printer or laser printer        
4.  Can add bottle unscrambler               

Additional features

PLC control;Have sensor;Have touch screen;
Have conveyor belt 

Configuration

The following conditions are suitable for the UBL-T-
401model.（next page)
1. The labeling position of the bottle is recessed than 
other parts of the bottle;
2. Stick two labels at a time
3. Label docking accuracy requirements are very high
4. Transparent label



Positioning automatic round bottle machine

Function introduction:Applicable to circumferential labeling of various cylindrical products. Such as cosmetic bottles, shampoo bottles, 
shower gel bottles,medicine bottles, jam bottles, essential oil bottles, sauce bottles, wine bottles,mineral water bottles, beverage bottles, glue 
bottles,Metal can, milk powder canetc.Can be labeled single and double.Can add bottle unscrambler 

Positioning automatic round bottle machine
YCT-61Type
One or two  labels at a timeLabel Quantity
±0.5mmAccuracy
25~55pcs/minSpeed
Length20~300mm;Width15~165mmLabel size
Diameter30~100mm;height:15~300mmProduct size(Vertical)
Roll label;Inner dia 76mm;Outside roll≦300mmLabel requirement
L1950mm*W1200mm*H1530mm; 200KgMachine size and weight
L1910*W1120*L1670mm；about 350kgPacking size weight
AC 220V ; 50/60HZ  Power
1.Can add the ribbon coding machine
2.Can add transparent sensor                                         
3.Can add inkjet printer or laser printer
4.Can add Circular positioning function

Additional features

PLC control;Have sensor;Have touch screen;Have conveyor 
belt;Have cylinder;Need air compressor 

Configuration

When the bottle labeling position is recessed, and need Positioning labeling .it is 
suitable to use this machine.



Oil bottle special labeling machine

Function introduction:Suitable for PET oil bottle labeling. Such as 250ml, 500ml, 1L, 2.5L, 3L, 5L oil bottles. With the handle can be 
positioned handle labeling.( 5L square bottle after filling, a label that wraps around three sides.)

Oil bottle special labeling machine
YCT-63Type
One  label at a timeLabel Quantity
±1mmAccuracy
10~40pcs/minSpeed
Length20~285mm;Width15~160mmLabel size
250ml, 500ml, 1L, 2.5L, 3L, 5LProduct size(Vertical)
Roll label;Inner dia 76mm;Outside roll≦300mmLabel requirement
L2500mm*W1500mm*H1300mm; 200KgMachine size and weight
L1910*W1120*L1670mm；about 350kgPacking size weight
AC 220V ; 50/60HZ  Power
1.Can add the ribbon coding machine
2.Can add transparent sensor                                         
3.Can add inkjet printer or laser printer

Additional features

PLC control;Have sensor;Have touch 
screen;Have conveyor belt;Have cylinder;Need 
air compressor 

Configuration

Bottle labeling after filling requires the use of a cylinder separator.



Automatic bottle unscrambler
Automatic bottle unscrambler
YCT-07Type
30~150pcs/minSpeed
20~100mmBottle diameter
20~270mmBottle  height
800mmTurntable diameter
L990*W900*H1040mm; 80KgMachine size and 

weight
AC 220V ; 50/60HZ   120wPower

Used with round bottle labeling machine & filling machine. It could be connected suit 
position as you need. 
It can store a lot of bottles and automatically bottle them to other conveyor belts, saving 
labor.



Horizontal round bottle labeling machine

Function introduction:It is suitable for labeling small cylindrical products with large output, small diameter and unstable standing, such as 
test tube, oral liquid, pen, pigment, essential oil, vial, needle tube, small medicine bottle, small cosmetic bottle and so on. Lying on the 
conveyor label, the speed is very fast.

Horizontal round bottle labeling machine 
YCT-66Type
One label at a time Label Quantity
±1mmAccuracy
80~200pcs/minSpeed
Length20~100mm;Width20~150mmLabel size
Diameter18~25mm;height:30~100mm;
Other sizes can be customized

Product size(Horizontal)

Roll label;Inner dia 76mm;Outside roll≦250mmLabel requirement
L2050*W680*H1450mm; 250KgMachine size and weight
AC 220V ; 50/60HZ  Power
1.Can add the ribbon coding machine 
2.Can add transparent sensor                            
3.Can add inkjet printer or laser printer

Additional features

PLC control; sensor; touch screen;roller
conveyor belt

Configuration



Semi-automatic flat labeling machine

Function introduction:Use the suction method. Adhesive label is pressed and labeled. (Some products have a concave surface. They can be made 
with the same shape as the concave surface and protrude into the concave label) for small-area labeling. If the label is large or transparent, bubbles may 
appear. (Another model UBL-T-104 will be more suitable, the next page is introduced.) For small bottles, plastic bags, boxes, metal originals, etc.The 
cylinder stroke is adjustable and it is easy to adjust for different thickness bottles.

Semi-automatic  flat  labeling machine

YCT-10Type
One  label at a timeLabel Quantity
±0.5mmAccuracy
20~45pcs/minSpeed
Length15~100mm;Width15~150mmLabel size
Length 20~200mm;
Width20~150mm;
Height/thickness0.2~120mm

Product size(Horizontal)

Roll label;Inner dia 76mm;Outside roll≦300mmLabel requirement
L850*W410*H720mm; 52kgMachine size and weight
L700*550*830mm;75kg ,with export wooden box.Packing size and weight
AC 220V ; 50/60HZ  Power
1.Can add the ribbon coding machineAdditional features
PLC control; sensor; touch screen;Need air 
compressor;One label head;Need mold.

Configuration



Semi-auto square bottle 3/4 sides  round bottle labeling machine

Function introduction:This is a versatile machine that uses a mold to hold the bottle mouth and bottom of the bottle, and rotates the label, 
and the roll-on method does not create bubbles. It can be labelled on a square or hexagonal bottle or elliptical bottle, with a label around 3 or 
4 sides, or a label on a round bottle.

Semi-automatic square bottle 3/4 sides  and round bottle labeling machine

YCT-13Type
One  label at a time Label Quantity
±0.5~1mmAccuracy
10~30pcs/minSpeed
Length20~300mm;Width15~150mmLabel size

Square bottle or flat stuff
Length 20~150mm;
Width20~110mm;
Height/thickness0.2~100mm

Round bottle
Diameter 
25~100mm;
Height 20~150mm;            

Product size(Horizontal)

Roll label;Inner dia 76mm;Outside roll≦300mmLabel requirement
L850*W410*H720mm;Machine size and weight
AC 220V ; 50/60HZ  Power
1.Can add the ribbon coding machine
2.Can add transparent sensor 

Additional features

PLC control;Have sensor;Have touch screen;Need air 
compressor;One label head;Need mold

Configuration

It can be automatically inflated into the bottle to make the bottle flat.



Semi-auto Flat bottle round bottle multi-function labeling machine

Function introduction:This is a versatile machine that uses a mold to hold the bottle mouth and bottom of the bottle, and rotates the label, 
and the roll-on method does not create bubbles. It can automatically pastes  two labels on a square or flat bottle. It can also pastes a label 
around the 3 sides or 4 sides of the square bottle. It can also pastes a label on a round  bottle.

Semi-automatic square and round Multi-function labeling machine

YCT-16Type
One or two (Labels are made in the same volume)Label Quantity
±0.5~1mmAccuracy
10~30pcs/minSpeed
Length20~300mm;Width15~150mmLabel size

Square bottle or flat stuff
Length 20~150mm;
Width20~110mm;
Height/thickness0.2~100mm

Round bottle
Diameter 
25~100mm;
Height 20~150mm;            

Product size(Horizontal)

Roll label;Inner dia 76mm;Outside roll≦300mmLabel requirement
L850*W410*H720mm;Machine size and weight
AC 220V ; 50/60HZ  Power
1.Can add the ribbon coding machine
2.Can add transparent sensor 

Additional features

PLC control;Have sensor;Have touch screen;Need air 
compressor;One label head;Need mold

Configuration

It can be automatically inflated into the bottle to make the bottle flat.



Semi-automatic corner labeling machine

Function introduction:Used for corner labeling of various plane products, such as box corner, bag corner, bottle corner labeling, etc.
Working principle: first label, then control the brush corner overlay by motor

Semi-automatic corner labeling machine

YCT-15Type
One  label at a timeLabel Quantity
±0.5mmAccuracy
20~45pcs/minSpeed
Length15~100mm;Width15~150mmLabel size
Length 20~200mm;
Width20~150mm;
Height/thickness0.2~120mm (can customized)

Product size(Horizontal)

Roll label;Inner dia 76mm;Outside roll≦300mmLabel requirement
L850*W410*H720mm; 52kgMachine size and weight
L700*550*830mm;75kg ,with export wooden box.Packing size and weight
AC 220V ; 50/60HZ  Power
1.Can add the ribbon coding machineAdditional features
PLC control;Have sensor;touch screen;Need air 
compressor;One label head;Need mold.

Configuration



Automatic double sides labeling machine

Function introduction:Suitable for single side or double side labeling of square bottles and flat bottles.Such as Lubricating oil, glass clean, 
washing liquid, shampoo, shower gel, honey, chemical reagent, olive oil, jam,mineral water, etc.Can add round bottle label mechanism(Also 
suitable for round bottle labeling)

Automatic double sides labeling machine
YCT-52Type
One or two labels at a timeLabel Quantity
±1mmAccuracy
30~200pcs/minSpeed
Length20~200mm;Width15~160mmLabel size
Length20~250mm;Width30~90mm;Height60~280mmProduct size(Vertical)
Roll label;Inner dia 76mm;Outside roll≦300mmLabel requirement
L3000*W1450*H1600mm; 330KgMachine size and weight
AC 220V ; 50/60HZ  Power
1.Can add the ribbon coding machine
2.Can add transparent sensor
3.Can add inkjet printer or laser printer
4.Can add round bottle label mechanism(Also suitable 
for round bottle labeling diameter: 30~90mm)

Additional features

PLC control;  sensor;, touch screen; conveyor belt;  top 
belt;Two label heads.

Configuration



Flat labeling machine

Function introduction:Suitable for automatic labeling of flat products.Such as Bottle caps, wipes cover, lying square bottles, mobile phone 
cases, color boxes, cartons, square boxes, plastic sheets, folders, tin boxes, egg boxes, plastic bags,Tablet oral liquid etc.

Flat labeling machine
YCT-30Type
One label at a time Label Quantity
±1mmAccuracy
30~150pcs/minSpeed
Length6~250mm;Width20~160mmLabel size
Length40~400mm;Width40~200mm;Height0.2~100mmProduct size
Roll label;Inner dia 76mm;Outside roll≦250mmLabel requirement
L1600*W780*H1400mm; 180KgMachine size and weight
AC 220V ; 50/60HZ  Power
1.Can add the ribbon coding machine
2.Can add transparent sensor
3.Can add inkjet printer or laser printer;

barcode printer
4.Can add label heads

Additional features

PLC control; sensor; touch screen;  conveyor beltConfiguration



Desktop auto flat labeling machine

Function introduction: Suitable for automatic labeling of flat products.Such as Bottle caps, wipes cover, lying square bottles, mobile phone 
cases, color boxes, cartons, square boxes, plastic sheets, folders, tin boxes, egg boxes, plastic bags,Tablet oral liquid etc.

Desktop automatic flat labeling machine

YCT-3SType
One label at a time Label Quantity
±1mmAccuracy
30~150pcs/minSpeed
Length6~250mm;Width20~160mmLabel size
Length40~400mm;Width40~200mm;Height0.2
~100mm

Product size(Vertical)

Roll label;Inner dia 76mm;Outside roll≦250mmLabel requirement
L1100*W650*H1000mm; 145KgMachine size and weight
L1250*W750*1100;185KGPacking size and weight
AC 220V ; 50/60HZ  Power
1.Can add the ribbon coding machine
2.Can add transparent sensor                          
3.Can add inkjet printer or laser printer

Additional features

PLC control; sensor; touch screen; conveyor 
belt

Configuration



Card&bag labeling machine
Function introduction:Suitable for all kinds of cards. such as clothing tag, scratch card, flat color box, paper card, plastic bag, aluminum 

foil bag, etc. 
Card /bag labeling machine

YCT-31Type
One label at a timeLabel Quantity
±1mmAccuracy
40~150pcs/minSpeed
Length6~250mm;Width20~160mmLabel size
Length60~280mm;Width40~200mm;Height0.2~2mm
other size can customized

Product size(Vertical)

Roll label;Inner dia 76mm;Outside roll≦250mmLabel requirement
L2200*W700*H1400mm; 180KgMachine size and weight
AC 220V ; 50/60HZ  Power
1.Can add the ribbon coding machine
2.Can add transparent sensor
3.Can add inkjet printer or laser printer

barcode printer
4.Can add label heads

Additional features

PLC control; sensor; touch screen  conveyor belt; Feida. 
collect device.

Configuration



Double-sided tape labeling machine
Function introduction:It is used for sticking long strips of double-sided tape on the surface of cardboard, card boxes, cartons, envelope bags, express 

bags, food paper bags, document bags, etc.; the labeling position air conditioner can adjust the length of the double-sided tape and automatically cut it off.
It comes with a sorting machine, which can automatically sort pages, and can be equipped with multiple headers to realize the same paper card with 

multiple double-sided tapes.The conveyor belt contains a suction device, which makes the paper card conveying more stable and the labeling accuracy higher.
The cut surface is neat, beautiful and precise.

Tape labeling machine
YCT-D2Type
customized 2-4 labelsLabel Quantity
±1mmAccuracy
50-90 m/minSpeed 
optional ：5-35mm or  10-70mmtape size
Max size :900*850mm (or 600*700mm）
Min size : 100*60mm

Product size ,optional

Roll label;Inner dia 76mm;Outside 
roll≦250mm

Label requirement

L3070*W1340*H1650mm,800KGMachine size and weight
AC 220V ; 50/60HZ  ,800WPower



Box three-sided labeling machine

Function introduction:Suitable for square box labeling, one label wrapping three sides (top and two sides),Such as biscuit boxes, fruit 
boxes, dried fruit boxes, candy boxes, etc.

Box three-sided labeling machine
YCT-33Type
One  label  at a timeLabel Quantity
±1mmAccuracy
30~60pcs/minSpeed
Length20~200mm;Width20~160mm（customized)Label size
customizedProduct size(Vertical)
Roll label;Inner dia 76mm;Outside roll≦300mmLabel requirement
L2000*W1450*H1600mm; 200KgMachine size and weight
AC 220V ; 50/60HZ  Power
1.Can add the ribbon coding machine
2.Can add transparent sensor
3.Can add inkjet printer or laser printer

Additional features

PLC control; sensor; touch screen;conveyor belt; top 
belt;Includes corner covering device.

Configuration



Label head

Function introduction: Suitable for wood, cloth, bottle cap, wipes cover, lying square bottle, mobile phone case, color box, carton, square 
box, plastic sheet, folder, iron box, egg box, plastic bag, film, printing paper Etc., does not contain conveyor lines. Can be placed next to your 
company's original conveyor belt, automatically detect the labeling of items.

Label head
Top label headSidelabel headName

YCT-91YCT-90 Type
One Label Quantity
±1mmAccuracy
30~150pcs/minSpeed
Length6~250mm;Width20~160mmLabel size
No requirements, depending on your company's 
assembly line

Product size(Vertical)

Roll label;Inner dia 76mm;Outside roll≦250mmLabel requirement
L1100*W700*H1400mm; 80KgMachine size and weigh

AC 220V ; 50/60HZ  Power
1.Can add the Label requirement
2.Can add transparent sensor
3.Can add inkjet printer or laser printer

barcode printer

Additional features

PLC control; sensor; touch screen;
No conveyor belt.

Configuration



Automatic wire folding labeling machine

Function introduction:Used in a variety of wire, pole, plastic tube, jelly, lollipop, spoon, disposable dishes, and so on. Fold the label.
It can be an airplane hole label. 

Automatic wire folding labeling machine
YCT-17Type
one lable at a time Label Quantity
±0.5mmAccuracy
15~40pcs/minSpeed
Length10~60mm;Width40~120mm(The direction of the 
fold)

Label size

Can customized (diameter 3mm ,5mm,10mm etc.)Product size 
Roll label;Inner dia 76mm;Outside roll≦250mmLabel requirement
L600*W580*H780mm; 80KgMachine size and weight
AC 220V ; 50/60HZ  Power
1.Can add the ribbon coding machine
2.Can add transparent sensor
3.Can add inkjet printer or laser printer;

barcode printer

Additional features

PLC control; sensor; touch screen;Configuration



Automatic weighing & printing labeling machine

Function introduction: Used in meat, fruits, vegetables, boxes, etc., automatic weighing, automatic printing of labels and stickers on boxes 
or bags. Customer groups are cold chain suppliers, fruit and vegetable suppliers. 

Automatic weighing and printing labeling machine
YCT-306    dpi ：300Type
One label at a time Label Quantity
±1mmLabel accuracy
100g~4kg Weighing range 
15~50pcs/minSpeed
Length25-200mm;Width25.1~104mm(the other size can 
customized.)

Label size

Length40~400mm;Width40~200mm;Height0.2~100mmProduct size
Roll label;Inner dia 76mm;Outside roll≦200mmLabel requirement
L1600*W780*H1400mm; 180KgMachine size and 

weight
AC 220V ; 50/60HZ  Power
1.Can increase barcode scanning functionAdditional features
PLC control;Have sensor;Have touch screen;Have 
conveyor belt; have weighing detection device;Have 
barcode printer ;used with computer .

Configuration

Manually put the product or connect the front line, the 
machine automatically weighs, automatically prints the 
price/weight/bar code label, etc., and automatically 
labels it.

work process



Water purification filter special labeling machine
Function introduction: This is a special labeling machine for filter cartridges. It is used when the labeling accuracy is very high. Position the 

label and position the code.
Water purification filter special labeling machine

YCT-84Type
One label at a time (Circumferential positioning labeling)Label Quantity
±1mmAccuracy
10~35pcs/minSpeed
Length15~250mm;Width20~160mmLabel size
CustomizedProduct size
Roll label;Inner dia 76mm;Outside roll≦250mmLabel requirement
L2200*W780*H1400mm; 220KgMachine size and weight
AC 220V ; 50/60HZ  Power
1.Can add the ribbon coding machine
2.Can add transparent sensor
3.Can add inkjet printer or laser printer;
barcode printer

4.Can add label heads

Additional features

PLC control; sensor; touch screen; Customized conveyor beltConfiguration



Fire extinguisher special labeling machine

Function introduction: It is suitable for sticking a label on the circumference of a dry powder fire extinguisher tank with a gross weight of 
1.5~7.5 kg (net weight 1~5 kg). It can use the barometer as the positioning point and label the position at the specified position. It can be 
customized for 1~12KG fire extinguisher labeling machine. .

Fire extinguisher special labeling machine
YCT-49Type
One label  (Customizable double headers for two labels)Label Quantity
±1mmAccuracy
10~25pcs/minSpeed
Length50~220mm;Width50~220mmLabel size
Diameter 80~140mm (can customized)Product size
Roll label;Inner dia 76mm;Outside roll≦250mmLabel requirement
L2500*W1500*H1200mm; 200Kg
conveyor belt height 565mm

Machine size and weight

AC 220V ; 50/60HZ  Power
1.Can add the ribbon coding machine
2.Can add transparent sensor
3.Can add inkjet printer or laser printer;
barcode printer

4.Can add label heads

Additional features

PLC control; sensor; touch screen; Stainless steel conveyor beltConfiguration



lamp tube special labeling machine

Function introduction: It’s specially designed for labeling lamps. Stand-alone or connected to the production line.

lamp tube special labeling machine
YCT-91Type
One label at a time Label Quantity
±1mmAccuracy
30~150pcs/minSpeed
Length6~250mm;Width20~160mmLabel size
Length600-1500mm;  T8Product size
Roll label;Inner dia 76mm;Outside roll≦250mmLabel 

requirement
L3400*W1800*H1450mm; about 300kg.Machine size and 

weight
AC 220V ; 50/60HZ  Power
1.Can add the ribbon coding machine
2.Can add transparent sensor
3.Can add inkjet printer or laser printer;

barcode printer
4.Can add label heads

Additional 
features

PLC control; sensor; touch screen; conveyor beltConfiguration



Oval lighter special labeling machine

Function introduction:It is applied to an oval lighter label, and a label wraps the entire circumference.

Oval lighter special labeling machine
YCT-01Type
One label at a time Label Quantity
±1mmAccuracy
15~40pcs/minSpeed
customizedLabel size
customizedProduct size
Roll label; Inner dia 76mm;Outside roll≦250mmLabel requirement
L1200*W850*H1600mm; 150KgMachine size and weight
AC 110V/220V ; 50/60HZ  Power
1.Can add the ribbon coding machine
2.Can add transparent sensor
3.Can add inkjet printer or laser printer;

barcode printer

Additional features

PLC control; sensor; touch screen; conveyor beltConfiguration



Conveyor  

Function introduction:Used to transport objects. It is used with ink jet printer and laser marking machine. Such as for bottles, bags, flat 
products, etc.

Conveyor
Conveyor Name
L1500* W250*H750mm  Machine size 
193mmBelt width 

16KGMachine  weigh
L1530*410*210mm   Packing size

25KGPacking weigh
0~28 m/min   Speed
AC 110V/220V ; 50/60HZ  ;60WPower



Paging conveyor

Function introduction:Ability to automatically page. Putting the items in the sorting machine will automatically separate them onto the 
conveyor belt according to the adjusted speed, and use the matching labeling machine, inkjet printer, laser marking machine, etc. Such as 
color boxes, plastic bags, etc.

Paging Conveyor
Customized paging ConveyorPaging Conveyor Name
L1400*W450*840mmL1400* W350*H840mm  Machine size 
Belt 400mm (Available product 

size450mm)
Belt 250mm (Available 

product size300mm)
machine  width 

45KG35KGMachine  weigh
L1350*580*400mmL1350*480*400mmPacking size

66KG46KGPacking weigh
0~28 m/min   Speed
AC 110V/220V ; 50/60HZ  ;60WPower



Flying  Laser marking machine
Laser marking machines are mainly used for marking the surface of materials such as cartons, bags, beverages, labels, bottles, films, plastics, glass, wood, 

pens, metal, mobile phones, etc. Laser printing English, Chinese, numbers, symbols, barcodes, etc. Compared with the ink jet printer, it has the following 
advantages:
No ink saving, no need for cleaning, no blockage,
high-grade printing, non-erasable, long life.

All aluminum structureMachine material
Sealed metal radio frequency carbon dioxide laser generatorLaser
20W/30WLaser power
10.6μmLaser wavelength
High precision two - dimensional scanning systemGalvanometer deflection

≤7000mm/s  Engraving speed

13inchScreen
forced air coolingCooling system

130mmFocus lens
Dot matrix, vector machine Marking type 
0.03mmMin. line width 
0.01mmAccuracy
110mm×110mmScope
Red light orientation and focusLocate mode
Any line in the marking rangeLines 
0~100m/minLine speed
English, Chinese, Numbers, etc Typeface
BMP/DXF/HPGL/JPEG/PLTFile format
CODE39、CODE128、CODE126、QRBar code
220V 60HZ    600WPower
23kgWeight
710mm*138mm*183mmMachine size
External temperature 0℃-45℃;Humidity of 95% or less;The condensation;No 
vibration

Environmental requirement

Suitable for most non-metallic materialsSubject rang



Inkjet printer
The small character ink jet printer is mainly used for printing on food, beverage, pharmaceutical, cosmetics, automobile, cable and electronic products, 

and can print small text.Such as printing product information, production date, time, batch number, serial water code, QR code, bar code, trademark pattern, 
etc.Can spray English, Chinese, Marvin, Arabic numerals, symbols and other languages.

Small character ink jet printer
1~4 lines (5*5/5*N);1~3 lines (7*8/7*5/7*N);
1~2 lines(12*10/10*8/9*9/9*7);1 line (24*24/24*18/16*16/16*12);

Printing performance

2~20mmCharacter height
2016  characters / second   @5*5Maximum speed

5*5, 7*5, 9*7，12*9，16*11， 19*14,24*17Array configuration
Code 39,code 128,EAN13Bar code 
DataMatrix,QRcodeQR code 
60μm     Nozzle aperture
Dye typeInk type
Max.999Number of login information

Letters, numbers, symbols, Chinese, English, can be customizedCharacter type
Max 9 digits, set any initial value, increase, decrease, set digits, clear 
function

Number chain function

AC100~240V  50/60HZPOWER
25KGWeight
268*350*490mmMachine size



Label 
Our group has a branch specializing in the production of labels for labeling machines.There are multiple presses. PS printing machine, 6+1 

color rotary printing machine, 8+1 color rotary printing machine, 4-color printing machine, trademark machine, die cutting machine, slitting 
machine, etc. It can supply labels for various industries, such as waterproof labels(pp,pet,pe) and paper. Class labels, transparent labels, hot 
stamping labels, etc.



Huanlian after-sales service department

We invite you to contact us to find out more.


